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Biological pathway analysis provides new insights for cell clustering and functional annotation from
single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) data. Many pathway analysis algorithms have been developed
to transform gene-level scRNA-seq data into functional gene sets representing pathways or biological
processes. Here, we collected seven widely-used pathway activity transformation algorithms and 32
available datasets based on 16 scRNA-seq techniques. We proposed a comprehensive framework to eval-
uate their accuracy, stability and scalability. The assessment of scRNA-seq preprocessing showed that cell
filtering had the less impact on scRNA-seq pathway analysis, while data normalization of sctransform and
scran had a consistent well impact across all tools. We found that Pagoda2 yielded the best overall per-
formance with the highest accuracy, scalability, and stability. Meanwhile, the tool PLAGE exhibited the
highest stability, as well as moderate accuracy and scalability.
� 2020 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Research Network of Computational and Structural Bio-
technology. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

With the advance of single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq)
technologies, a growing and large number of studies [1-3] have
been reported for revealing heterogeneity of cellular populations
at unprecedented resolution. scRNA-seq analysis enables research-
ers to uncover more refined and novel cell clusters [4], which have
greatly advanced our understanding of cellular states. There were
many state-of-art computational tools developed for clustering
cells, identifying marker genes, and visualizing scRNA-seq data
[5-7]. However, biological interpretation of the clustering results
remains a big challenge [8,9].

Pathway analysis has been widely used to depict transcriptional
heterogeneity and classify disease subtypes [10,11]. In single-cell
studies, pathway activity scores (PASs) analysis has been applied
to transform the gene-level data into explainable gene sets repre-
senting biological processes or pathways to uncover the potential
mechanism of cell heterogeneity [12-14]. Although GSVA [15]
and ssGSEA [16] were designed for bulk RNA-seq data to estimate
pathway activity variation of a single sample across all samples,
both tools have been extensively applied to perform functional
enrichment analyses for scRNA-seq data [17,18]. Recently, Pagoda2
[19,20] and Vision [21] were developed for parsing single cell tran-
scriptome data to identify potential cell-type-specific heterogene-
ity by incorporating prior information from biological pathways or
functional gene sets. Both bulk-based and single-cell-based path-
way activity transformation algorithms enable to identify func-
tionally analogous cell types [12], stable cell types for
characterizing ovarian cells [22], and a gene-set that potential
drive cellular differentiation heterogeneity of white adipocytes
[14]. Most recently, a web-based platform scTPA (http://sctpa.
bio-data.cn/sctpa) was developed to explore transcriptional
heterogeneity of cell populations integrating these widely applied
PAS analysis tools [23].

A recently published benchmarking study [24] compared the
performance of three transcription factor estimators (DoRothEA
[25], SCENIC/AUCell [26], and metaVIPER [27]) and three pathway
activity estimators (PROGENy [28], GSEA [29,42] and AUCell [26])
on scRNA-seq data, and found transcription factor and pathway
activities effectively preserve cell type-specific variability. To the
best of our knowledge, there were no systematic benchmark stud-
ies to evaluate the performance of unsupervised PAS transforma-
tion algorithms which could enable us to analyze scRNA-seq data
on PASs instead of individual genes expression.
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To fill this knowledge gap, we systematically evaluated the
accuracy, stability, and scalability of seven widely-used PAS tools
with 32 real scRNA-seq datasets. We concentrated on the perfor-
mance of these tools on their ability to dissect meaningful cellular
heterogeneity which still retain in reduced dimensionality space
and could determine cell types alone through supervised and
unsupervised classification. We hope our study can provide a use-
ful guidance for researchers to choose the appropriate method to
effectively and accurately analyze their scRNA-seq data from a
pathway functional annotation insight.
2. Materials & methods

2.1. Pathway activity score calculation tools

AUCell [26] (Version 1.8.0) is a recovery-based method that
allows identity cells with activity score. This statistical method cal-
culates PAS using an area under the recovery curve (AUC) score
among all ranked genes in a particular cell. The AUC score esti-
mates the proportion of highly expressed genes in each gene set.

Vision [21] (Version 2.1.0) is an annotation toolkit that uses
autocorrelation statistics to identify biological variations across
cells. Vision starts to identify closest K-nearest neighbors of each
cell for generating a cell–cell K-nearest-neighbor (KNN) graph.
PASs in Vision are calculated by averaging expressed genes for each
gene set. To account for the influence of sample-level metrics (the
number of UMIs/reads per cells), PASs are then corrected by their
means and standard deviations. Expression data used in Vision
could be scaled and normalized, but not log-transformed.

Pathway and gene set overdispersion analysis (Pagoda2) (Ver-
sion 0.1.1) [19] is a computational framework that aims to detect
cell heterogeneity from scRNA-seq data. This method fits an error
model for each cell to depict its properties, and residual variance
of each gene in the cell is re-normalized subsequently. Then, the
PAS of each gene set is quantified by its first weighted principal
component.

Gene set variation analysis (GSVA) (Version 1.35.6) [15]
assesses the variation of gene set using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(K-S) like random walk statistic. GSVA first estimate kernel-based
cumulative density for each gene, which uses classical maximum
deviation method by default. Then, PASs are calculated from gene
density profile by K-S-like statistic.

Single sample gene set enrichment analysis (ssGSEA) (Version
1.35.6) [16] is an extension method of Gene Set Enrichment Anal-
ysis (GSEA) which could transform gene expression into PAS profile
without phenotype labeling. ssGSEA ranks gene expression within
each cell separately, then the PAS of each pair of cell and gene set is
calculated by an enrichment score using K-S like random walk
statistic.

Combined z-score (z-score) (Version 1.35.6) [30] is a classical
strategy to aggregate expression of several genes. The gene expres-
sion is scaled by mean and standard deviation over cells. Then, the
PASs for each cell are calculated by averaging scaled gene expres-
sion of all genes within each gene set.

Pathway level analysis of gene expression (PLAGE) (Version
1.35.6) [31] captures PASs from singular value decompositions
(SVD) strategy. PLAGE first standardizes gene expression matrix
across cells. For a submatrix which genes in a particular gene set,
the first coefficient of right-singular vector in SVD of this matrix
is extracted as PAS.
2.2. Datasets

We collected 32 data sets containing distinct cell compositions,
which were widely used in benchmark studies on scRNA-seq (Sup-
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plemental Table S1). All data sets were downloaded from the GEO
database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) or hemberg-lab
(https://hemberg-lab.github.io/scRNA.seq.datasets/). These data
sets were derived from six different biological organs of pancreas,
liver, lung, stem cell, peripheral blood, and brain across human and
mouse based on 16 scRNA-seq experimental protocols (Supple-
mental Table S1). Of note, 15 data sets were generated from Unique
Molecule identifier (UMI) -based protocols and the other 17 data
sets were generated without UMI. These collected gene expression
profiles had different matrices including counts data and normal-
ized data (TPM, CPM, or RPM). The mean number of detected genes
of each cell across all data sets ranged from 2,180 to 11,006. The
resource of cell types of each dataset including mixed cell lines,
sorted by fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS), gathered from
different time points, or clustering were provided by their original
studies. Details for each data set are described in Supplemental
Table S1.

2.3. Accuracy

To evaluate ability of these tools on meaningfully extracting
transcriptional heterogeneity, we assessed that the cell-type-
specific obtained from PAS should be retained in dimensional
reductional space and could assign cells into cell populations
through unsupervised clustering or supervised classification
[20,24,26,32-40]. Therefore, the accuracy of PAS transformation
methods were assessed by three methods of dimensional reduc-
tion, clustering and cell type annotation. The pathway used in eval-
uation of accuracy incorporates 186 KEGG pathways generated
from MSigDB (Version 7.1) (Supplemental Table S3).

2.3.1. Dimensional reduction
We applied the R package Seurat to perform dimensional reduc-

tion on PAS matrix. Two dimensions were achieved by Uniform
Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) with ‘‘method = ‘
umap-learn’” on the first 10 principal component (PCs). We then
used the silhouette function in R package cluster to execute silhou-
ette analysis. Averaged silhouette width across all cells was used to
evaluate the performance of dimensional reduction for each data
set.

2.3.2. Clustering accuracy
We accessed the performance of seven tools on unsupervised

clustering using Louvain clustering which is a hierarchical algo-
rithm in igraph R package. Louvain clustering algorithm executed
on first 10 PCs which was also used in dimensional reduction. In
each data set, the number of predicted clusters were set to the
same number of the known cell types. We used the ad-
justedRandIndex function in mclust package to calculate adjusted
rand index (ARI).

2.3.3. Cell type annotation
We evaluated the utility of PASs using a multinormal logistic

regression model and stratified cross-validation implemented in
the python package scikit-learn. The inverse of regularization
strength of multinormal logistic regression model was set to 1.
The parameter k of cross-validation was set to 5. Before training
and evaluating model, PASs of training set was scaled to acquire
values between 0 and 1, and the parameters of scaler were spread
to test set in the stage of validation.

2.4. Best choice of preprocessing procedure

The impact of preprocessing procedures of PAS transformation
algorithms was assessed by their accuracy. This preprocessing
includes two steps as follow:

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/
https://hemberg-lab.github.io/scRNA.seq.datasets/
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(1) Filtering for genes expressed in<5% of cells, as previous
reported methods [41,42].

(2) Three typical methods of normalization:
i) Log: standard log-normalization with subsequent scaling

included in Seurat package (Version 3.1.4) [7];
ii) Scran: a deconvolution strategy implemented by scran pack-

age (Version 1.10.2) [43];
iii) Sctransform: variance-stabilizing transformation wrapper in

Seurat package (Version 3.1.4) [44]. We also investigated
whether the performance of seven tools differed between
the filtering strategies using student’s t test and normaliza-
tions using two-way ANOVA test. For the detailed informa-
tion of these normalization procedures, please refer to
official tutorials and our Github repository (https://
github.com/sulab-wmu/PASBench).

2.5. Stability

2.5.1. Correlation between two matrices
The commonly detected rows and columns among two matrices

were used for computing their Spearman correlation. For each row,
considering the diverse distribution of matrices, the Spearman cor-
relation was calculated. Then, the median of correlation score
across all rows was represented as the correlation score of these
two matrices.

2.5.2. Correlations between runs of drop-out events
We randomly dropped a given percent of expressed genes per

cell and calculated the correlations between PAS matrices gener-
ated from dropped data sets and original data sets. The correlation
between PAS profiles was computed as described in Section 2.6.1.
To eliminate stochastic effects, genes were randomly dropped out
10 times for a given drop-ratio.

2.5.3. Correlations between different sequencing technologies
We assessed the stability of seven tools by calculating the cor-

relations across 13 data sets based on 13 sequencing technologies.
Before calculating correlations between each pair of technologies,
PASs across cells in each cell population were averaged. Then the
correlation between technologies, with the row in pathways and
col in cell clusters, was calculated as described previously (see Sec-
tion 2.6.1). For each tool, the correlation scores across all pairs of
different technologies were averaged as the final correlation score.
In the end, the corrplot package in R (Version 0.84) was used to
visualize the correlations across technologies for seven tools,
respectively.

2.6. Scalability

Total six data sets were randomly sampled from two data sets
generated by UMI-based 10x Genomics protocol and nonUMI-
based Smart-Seq2 protocol. UMI-based data set was collected from
Zheng et al. 68 k data set [45] and nonUMI-based data set was col-
lected from Lei et al. Smart-Seq2 data set [22]. These sampled data
sets included 10 k (k = 1,000) and 20 k genes with 5 k, 10 k and 20 k
cells, which were widely applied in existing scRNA-seq analyses. In
addition, two gene sets collections (Gene set #1, N = 50 pathways,
and Gene set #2, N = 200 pathways) were randomly selected from
chemical and genetic perturbations collection in MSigDB (Version
7.1) [46]. Each task was equally allocated four CPU core of centos.
For each tool, memory usage was measured by maximum
memory-used after every step. Memory consumption information
was captured by the gc() function in R. When calculating running
time, time consuming from data and package loading, pre- and
post-processing steps was excluded. Running time was measured
by the System.time() function in R.
2955
2.7. Overall performance score

The overall performance score was aggregated three different
performance scores yielded from estimating the accuracy, stability
and scalability of each PAS transformation algorithm. For accuracy,
scaled mean silhouette widths, scaled ARI, and scaled classification
accuracy were aggregated to obtain the accuracy score. For stabil-
ity, aggregated score across different runs (dropouts and technolo-
gies) was represented the stability score of each tool. For the
scalability, we first scaled running time and memory usage to
obtain a value between 0 and 1, respectively. Then, we averaged
scaled running time andmemory usage for assessing the scalability
score. Finally, both averaged and median performance scores were
yielded to represent the overall performance of each PAS calcula-
tor, respectively.
3. Results

3.1. Evaluation scheme

The schematic of the benchmarking framework is shown in
Fig. 1. We systematically searched the literature from the PubMed
database to gather all functional analysis tools that could aggre-
gated an ensemble of related genes for scRNA-seq data in an unsu-
pervised manner. By using a reviewing process with appropriate
exclusion criteria, we examined methods with functional analysis
algorithms for possible inclusion. The exclusion criteria used in
the current benchmark study as follows (see Table 1 for details):
(1) superseded by an updated method; (2) running too slow (cost
>2 h for Test Data, see Table 1 for details); (3) not implemented
in R/Python; (4) non-extensible. Therefore, a total of seven state-
of-art methods that could combine gene profiles with pathways
(or gene sets) for calculating pathway activity scores (PAS) were
included. We performed a systematic evaluation and comparison
of their performances from three different aspects: accuracy, sta-
bility, and scalability.
3.2. Impact of RNA-seq data preprocessing

Because of the high abundance of zeros and poor signal-to-
noise ratio in scRNA-seq data, it is in general assumed that pre-
processing including filtering low quality genes and data nor-
malization contribute to uncover cellular identities. Thus, we
determined whether preprocessing before PAS calculation would
improve the performance of PAS tools. We compared the perfor-
mance of seven tools with two filtering strategies and four nor-
malization strategies across all curated data sets. We found
filtering had non-significant impact on the performance of PAS
transformation algorithms (Fig. 2a, all p-values > 0.05). The per-
formance of AUCell, PLAGE and z-score were significantly influ-
enced by different procedures of normalization (Fig. 2b, p-
values = 3.3 � 10�4, 3.1 � 10�6, and 2.8 � 10�4, separately),
while the other four tools showed non-significant differences
among four normalization procedures. Compared with log-
transform and without normalization, the sctransform and scran
normalization yielded better performances across all tools
(Fig. 2b). Furthermore, Pagoda2 and Vision had a potent risk
to report error when using log-transform method to normalize
expression data for calculating PAS. An earlier study mentioned
that sctransform outperformed other normalization tools in
scRNA-seq analysis [47]. Therefore, we examined the perfor-
mance of these PAS tools based on sctransform-normalized data
without gene filtering in this study.

https://github.com/sulab-wmu/PASBench
https://github.com/sulab-wmu/PASBench


Fig. 1. An evaluation framework for benchmarking pathway activity score (PAS) calculators. The seven widely applied PAS inference algorithms were assessed on 32 well-
defined benchmark data sets. These algorithms combined prior knowledge (biological pathways or functional gene sets) with a statistic method to aggregate gene-level
matrix into PAS-level matrix. The accuracy (take into account three downstream applications), stability of results (in the presence of dropout events and across technologies),
and scalability (running time and memory usage) were used to systematically evaluate these algorithms.

Table 1
Overview of available PAS tools included in this benchmarking.

Name Date Platform Description / Exclusion reason Inclusion Reference

PLAGE 2005 R* Singular value decomposition True [31]
z-score 2008 R* Combined z-score True [30]
ssGSEA 2009 R* Kolmogorov-Smirnov-like rank statistic based on gene expression of single sample True [16]
GSVA 2013 R Kolmogorov-Smirnov-like rank statistic based on kernel estimation of the cumulative

density
True [15]

Pagoda2 2017 R First principal component of gene sets True [19]
AUCell 2017 R Area under the ranked gene expression curve True [26]
Vision 2019 R Summarizing the normalized expression of genes in the gene sets True [21]
ROMA 2016 R/Python/

Matlab
Running time is too slow (costs 2.8 h on Test Data* with 4 cores) False [55]

f-scLVM 2017 R Running time is too slow (costs 4.3 h on Test Data*) False [56]
PROGENY 2018 R Non-extensible (This method only inferred pathway activity scores for predefined 14

signaling pathways)
False [28]

Single Cell Signature
Explore

2019 GO not implemented in R/Python False [57]

Note: R*: original article did not have implemented it, cooperated in R package GSVA; Test Data*: 33,694 genes � 10000 cells, combining with KEGG database.
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3.3. Evaluation of accuracy of methods

3.3.1. Dimensional reduction
By using the UMAP method to generate two dimensions for

seven tools, we used dimensional reduction (DR) to investigate
the accuracy of these PAS transformation algorithms. We applied
mean silhouette widths, as the metric for assessing the separation
between cell types based on PASs. In all datasets, we found the
Pagoda2 achieved the best performance of DR (DR = 0.82), and
the PLAGE (DR = 0.6), AUCell (DR = 0.59), and Vision (DR = 0.53)
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performed reasonably better than the other three tools (Fig. 3).
Notably, the Pagoda2 remained to be the best one in both UMI-
based datasets (DR = 0.89) and nonUMI-based datasets
(DR = 0.76). Pagoda2, PLAGE, and Vision gained a slightly better
performance in UMI-based dataset than that in nonUMI-based
datasets, while AUCell and GSVA outperformed their performances
in nonUMI-based datasets compared with in UMI-based datasets
(Fig. 3). The z-score method showed the worst performance in all
datasets, UMI-based datasets, and nonUMI-based datasets
(DR < 0.2). Furthermore, in silico evaluation (Supplemental



Fig. 2. Distribution of averaged performance score across filtering strategies (a) or normalization strategies (b). Results of significance testing are characteristic in dash line
for each tool. N.S no significance, *p < 0.0, ** p < 0.001, *** p < 0.0001.

Fig. 3. Evaluation accuracy of seven PAS tools on all data sets, UMI-based data sets
and nonUMI-based data sets. Accuracy of seven PAS tools were assessed in
dimensional reduction (DR), clustering (CL), and cell type annotation (CA). Heatmap
of three metrics – mean silhouette width, adjusted rand index (ARI) and
classification accuracy – averaged across all datasets. To compare the performance
of seven tools, metrics was scaled to a value between 0 and 1 before averaged. A
higher scaled score represents a better performance. PAS tools ranked by their
performance of DR across all data sets are shown in the plot.
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Fig. S1, Supplemental Note 1, and Supplemental Table S2), Pagoda2
was demonstrated to be the most robust tool, which was slightly
influenced by the library size. Four tools (z-score, ssGSEA, GSVA,
and PLAGE) developed for bulk-seq data sets were more sensitive
to the library size compared with others (Vision, AUCell, Pagoda2)
designed for single-cell data sets. The number cells have non-
significant influence on the performance of PAS tools (Supplemen-
tal Fig. S2).
3.3.2. Clustering
We compared the performance of these PAS transformation

algorithms for clustering (CL) analysis. Graph-based Louvain
2957
algorism was used for unsupervised clustering, and adjusted rand
index was selected as evaluation metric. We found Pagoda2 had
the best performance of CL among all datasets (CL = 0.89), UMI-
based datasets (CL = 0.90), and nonUMI-based datasets
(CL = 0.88). PLAGE, AUCell, and Vision yielded a relatively better
performance than GSVA, ssGSEA, and z-score among all datasets
(Fig. 3). For these seven tools, there was no prominent difference
in performances for CL between UMI-based and nonUMI-based
datasets.

3.3.3. Cell type annotation
The ability of these PAS transformation algorithms was assessed

for cell type annotation (CA). A multinormal logistic regression
model with cross validation strategy was employed to train these
PASs matrices. Averaged classification accuracy was determined
as an evaluation metric for annotating original cell types. Among
the seven tools, Pagoda2 had the highest classification accuracy
for CA in all datasets (CA = 0.81) and UMI-based datasets
(CA = 0.90), while PLAGE performed the best for CA in nonUMI-
based datasets (CA = 0.77). AUCell and Vision achieved a moderate
classification accuracy for CA in all datasets, UMI-based datasets,
and nonUMI-based datasets (CA > 0.5). The GSVA reached a mod-
erate classification accuracy in nonUMI-based datasets
(CA = 0.55). Both z-score and ssGSEA showed worse performances
for CA in all datasets (CA < 0.3). Altogether, we found Pagoda2
exhibited the best performance from three different aspects of
the assessment of accuracy. And PLAGE, AUCell, and Vision reached
a moderate performance among all accuracy assessment. Our
results indicated that different tools manifested a distinct perfor-
mance according to UMI-based and nonUMI-based datasets.

3.4. Evaluation of stability of methods

3.4.1. Dropout genes in gene expression profiles
We applied the gene coverage reduction to evaluate the stabil-

ity of different PAS transformation algorithms. Considering that the
number of detected genes were varied across different single-cell
data sets, these PAS tools were expected to cope with data sets
with various library size [24]. We randomly dropped expressed
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genes in each cell and calculated average pairwise correlation
between PASs derived from dropped data set and original data
set (see ‘‘Methods”). Generally, compared with other tools, we
observed that Pagoda2 had the best stability with genes dropout
in both UMI-based (Fig. 4a) and nonUMI-based datasets (Fig. 4b).
The standard deviation of Pagoda2 was relatively small. In UMI-
based datasets, GSVA, ssGSEA, Vision, and z-score showed a more
stable performance than AUCell and PLAGE. In nonUMI-based
datasets, the performances of ssGSEA, AUCell, GSVA, and ssGSEA
were dropped remarkably with the drop ratio increased.

3.4.2. Stability of different scRNA sequencing protocols
It is not only important that a PAS tool could produce similar

results when given sparse matrix, but also that it is able to retrieve
relatively similar PASs across different technologies, as they were
transformed from same biological context [24,48]. To do so, we
downloaded the human peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(PBMCs) from Human Cell Atlas Project, which were generated
from 13 different scRNA-seq protocols. To further assess these
tools’ stability, Spearman correlations between 13 technology pro-
tocols for each PAS tool were estimated. We found that AUCell and
Vision showed the higher correlations across 13 technologies (me-
dian r = 0.88 and 0.82, respectively). The z-score, ssGSEA, Pagoda2,
and GSVA had the moderate correlations across 13 technologies
(median r = 0.77, 0.68, 0.61, and 0.5, respectively). The PLAGE
was very sensitive to the technology protocols and data distribu-
tion (Fig. 4c). Besides, we found that with the increasing drop ratio
of genes in pathways/gene sets, the performance of these tools was
decreasing. (Supplemental Fig. S7). Altogether, combining the
results from dropout genes with correlations across different tech-
nologies, we found Pagoda2 showed the most stability than the
other tools (Fig. 6).

3.5. Evaluation of scalability of methods

With the number of cells produced from current protocols were
increased gradually, current analysis tools were expected to deal
with hundreds of thousands of cells [49,50]. To assess the scalabil-
ity, we randomly generated three gene expression data sets con-
sisting of different number of genes and cells from nonUMI-
based and UMI-based gene expression profiles, separately. These
two parts of data sets were designed to investigate the effect of
data sparsity on assessment of scalability (see ‘‘Methods”). Cells
sampled from Smart-Seq2 expressed 38% genes on average
(Fig. 5a), while cells generated from 10x Genomics platform
expressed 2% genes on average (Fig. 5b).

Overall, the maximum running time of seven tools across
nonUMI-based data sets (range from 1.5 min to 2.7 h) were longer
than that across UMI-based data sets (range from 1.4 min to 1 h).
The memory usage of seven tools across nonUMI-based data sets
were larger than that across UMI-based data sets. The number of
gene sets have no impact on the memory usage in either UMI-
based or nonUMI-based data sets (Fig. 5a and 5b). However, we
observed that these algorithms required longer time when cope
with more gene sets. Running times of AUCell, Pagoda2 and ssGSEA
were increased six-fold, four-fold and three-fold separately when
the number of gene sets reaching to 1000, while other four tools
(GSVA, Vision, PLAGE, and z-score) increased no more than one-
fold.

Pagoda2 has the best performance of scalability according to
running time and memory usage which cost 1.4 min and 13 Gb
when the number of cells reaching to 20,000. GSVA was the most
time-consuming method, which takes approximate 45-fold time
longer than Pagoda2. Vision used the largest memory overhead
value during calculation. The maximum memory usage of Vision
was up to 21 Gb on 20 � 20 � 1000 (20,000 genes � 20,000
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cells � 1000 gene sets) UMI-based data set while Pagoda2 only
need 13 Gb.

Together, these chosen tools had varied performances of the
scalability. Pagoda2 was estimated to be the best-performing tool
based on running time and memory usage. The number of genes,
cells, gene sets collections, and data sparsity would influence the
running time of all tools, and the memory consumption mainly
be attributed to dimensionality of gene expression profile. The run-
ning time of AUCell, Pagoda2 and ssGSEA was more sensitive to the
number of gene sets compare to other four tools.

3.6. Overall performance

By aggregating three metrics from the assessment of accuracy,
stability, and scalability through mean or median, we yielded an
overall performance score for each tool (Fig. 6, Supplemental
Figs. S3 and S4). We demonstrated that the relative accuracy of
PAS tools was consistent regardless of the choice of dimensional
reduction technique, clustering method, or supervised classifier
(Supplemental Fig. S5). We found that Pagoda2 achieved the best
overall performance score with the highest accuracy, scalability,
and stability regardless of the UMI-based data sets or nonUMI-
based data sets (Supplemental Figs. S3 and S6). Meanwhile, the
tool PLAGE exhibited the highest stability, as well as moderate
accuracy and scalability. However, the performance score of these
tools varied across evaluation criteria, for example, PLAGE had a
better performance than AUCell in term of accuracy while it
showed weaker performance in the assessment of stability.

4. Discussion

In this study, we systematically collected seven widely-
accepted pathway activity transformation algorithms including
four bulk-based and three single-cell-based tools with 32 bench-
mark datasets. For these benchmark datasets, there were 15
UMI-based and 17 nonUMI-based datasets included. Here, we pre-
sented a comprehensive benchmark evaluation to examine the
accuracy, stability, and scalability of these seven PAS tools on
scRNA-seq data.

Multiple lines of evidence have demonstrated [10,11] that
pathway-based enrichment analysis could help to elucidate biolog-
ical implications and molecular mechanisms. Thus, a growing
number of single-cell-based studies [12-14] have applied the
pathway-based activity score analysis to discover cells hetero-
geneities. One of advantages of using PASs is that the transforma-
tion is based on widely-accepted canonical pathways curated from
literature resources such as the KEGG database, which provide a
reasonable biological interpretation of cell identities and avoid
the process of marker genes selections before training classifiers.
In the current benchmarking study, we adopted seven PAS tools
based on the KEGG pathways to evaluate their performances on
scRNA-seq analysis, and found that Pagoda2 yielded the best per-
formance. Meanwhile, we noticed that different PAS tools achieved
a distinct performance according to UMI-based and nonUMI-based
datasets, suggesting that researchers should consider the resource
of scRNA-seq data before selecting the tools for analysis.

Many studies showed that bulk RNA-seq tools could be applied
to analyze scRNA-seq data [24,51]. For example, z-score, which is
embedded in matchScore2 [32], was used for calculating the com-
bined marker-gene-sets activity scores to train a classification
model. By using the z-score method, Lee et al. [32] established a
classification model to annotate cell populations with a prediction
accuracy of 0.9. Recently, Holland et al. [24] evaluated the perfor-
mance of three pathway analysis tools: PROGENy [28], GSEA
[29,46] and AUCell in their benchmarking study, and found bulk-
seq functional analysis tools that rely on manually curated gene



Fig. 4. Evaluation stability of PAS tools. a) Spearman correlation between the PASs inferred from original UMI-based data set and dropped data set using seven tools; b)
Spearman correlation between the PASs inferred from original nonUMI-based data set and dropped data set using seven tools; c) Spearman correlation of PASs between 13
technologies for each tool.
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sets are effective in calculating pathway activities from scRNA-seq
data and partially better than scRNA-seq tools. In the current
study, our results showed that the summarized performance
across single-cell-based tools (Pagoda2, AUCell, and Vision) out-
performed the performance of bulk-based tools (ssGSEA, GSVA,
and z-score) from three different aspects of accuracy, stability
and scalability, while the bulk-based tool of PLAGE yielded a rela-
tively better performance than Vision. Although Vision showed a
moderate performance than Pagoda2, AUCell, and PLAGE, it is an
annotation toolkit that could capture biological variation with or
without priori labeling of cells. Therefore, researchers could use
Vision to investigate differential pathway analysis or other
stratification-based analysis.

Since the influence of low-quality counts and systematic noise,
filtering and normalization are generally thought to be essential
steps in scRNA-seq analysis. In the present study, we found filter-
ing low quality genes had non-significant influence on the perfor-
mance of PAS transformation tools, but AUCell, PLAGEA, and z-
score were remarkably affected by normalization with distinct
methods. Our results suggested that PAS methods based on a sub-
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set of functional genes might be stable for cell clustering compared
with these based on gene-level expression. Furthermore, we found
that in a noisy data set, Pagoda2 mitigated the scRNA-seq batch
effects well and obtained the differences between biological cell
identities (Supplemental Fig. S8, Supplemental Note 1).

Several studies showed that gene regulator network (GRN)
could extract an ensemble of genes that represents a particular
combination of transcription factors to be used for functional inter-
preting and annotating scRNA-seq data [24,25]. These GRN tools
enables to combine with PAS tools to offer more dataset-specific
information [26], such as SCENIC. Although there were some out-
standing benchmarking studies evaluated the performance of
GRN tools [24,25,50], they only focused on the accuracy of GRN
tools or included a subgroup of GRN tools and PAS tools. Further
benchmarking studies are warranted to systematically compare
the performance between GRN tools and PAS tools or investigate
which combinations of these state-of-art tools could provide more
efficient and robust transcriptional heterogeneity. To have a glance
at this field, we extended our research on more well-defined path-
ways/gene sets, as well as the dataset-specific gene sets generated



Fig. 5. Evaluation scalability of PAS tools. Running time and memory usage were evaluated based on varying number of genes, cells, and gene sets (no. of genes � no. of
cells � no. of gene sets). The data sets were randomly generated from nonUMI-based data set (a) and UMI-based data set (b). The value with in the brackets represented
average percentage of genes detected per cell. NA (not applicable) indicated an error was produced during calculation.

Fig. 6. Overall summary of results evaluating PAS calculators for scRNA-seq data.
Methods are ranked by overall performance score which was averaged across three
categories: accuracy, stability and scalability. Accuracy was averaged across mean
silhouette width, ARI and classification accuracy. Stability was averaged across
correlations between PASs inferred from data sets across drop-outs and technolo-
gies. Running time and memory usage were scaled to a value [0, 1] before averaged
as scalability.
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from SCENIC. As shown in Supplemental Fig. S9, there were no con-
sistent best pathways or gene sets for every tools. Though, Pagoda2
still achieved the best performance across most pathways and gene
sets. Benefiting from the establishment of Human Cell Atlas [52],
Mouse Cell Atlas [53], and Tubula Muris [54], researchers could
unbiasedly investigate the ability of PASs on supervised cell type
annotation across technologies, organs and species, which might
further facilities the automatic functional annotation of single cells
from transcriptomics perspective.

In summary, we performed a systematical evaluation of seven
widely-used PAS tools from three different aspects of accuracy, sta-
bility, and scalability based on 32 well-defined benchmark data-
sets. Compared with other tools, Pagoda2 showed the best
overall performance. AUCell and PLAGE achieved a relatively better
overall performance. We hope our current benchmarking study
will assist computational researchers to select appropriate meth-
ods and design high-quality researches that will contribute to sci-
entific advances.
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